Junior Sculling Regatta
Monday 2 May 2022
Held under British Rowing Rules of Racing
and in accordance with RowSafe.
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1. Safety Instructions
These instructions summarise how everyone should act in order to ensure a safe competition.
1.

Competitors must follow the instructions of Umpires and Marshals.

2.

Competitors must ensure that their boats and crews comply with the requirements set out in
“RowSafe” and in particular the requirements concerning heel restraints, bow safety balls,
watertight hatches and / or bungs, and coxes' lifejackets.

3.

Coxes must wear an appropriate buoyancy aid or lifejacket when afloat, and know how to use it. All
officials must wear a buoyancy aid or lifejacket when on the water or pontoons.

4.

Competitors, coaches and officials should comply with national guidance on managing the risk of
Covid transmission and British Rowing guidance on athletes' return to training after illness.

5.

There will be four safety boats on the lake and an ambulance with a paramedic and first aiders will
be stationed by the Boathouse. Anyone injured on the water should be taken to the landing stages
and transferred to the ambulance. Anyone injured on land should be taken directly to the
ambulance. The paramedic will arrange transfer to Wexham Park Hospital if appropriate.

6.

Notify the nearest official in an emergency. Radios will be provided to all umpires and marshals.
Ambulance and safety boat crews monitor the radio traffic.

7.

Drivers must follow the traffic circulation plan and comply with the speed limit.

8.

In bad weather the Head of Race Committee may decide that it is unsafe to proceed. If boats are on
the water when the event is stopped then crews should disembark as quickly as possible using all
landing stages.

9.

The Dorney Operations Manager will sound the lake siren for a major threat such as an armed
person attack. Competitors should "Run - Hide - Tell". (Move rapidly to the safest nearby location,
keep out of sight, and use your mobile phone on silent mode to stay in touch.) Everyone on site
should follow the instructions of Dorney staff until the All Clear is announced.
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Figure 1

Version dated 4 April 2022 SUBJECT TO DISCUSSION WITH DORNEY
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Figure 2.

Version dated 4 April 2022
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Figure 3.

Version dated 19 April 2022
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2. Risk Assessment
Overview
The competition will be held at the Eton College Rowing Centre, Dorney Lake. As it is on a lake there is no risk from passing vessels and no risk of strong stream
conditions. The Rowing Centre is professionally managed and the staff give advice on safety matters.
Bad weather is a low risk for an outdoor competition in the UK in early summer. Single and double sculling boats are, however, relatively exposed to windy
conditions and rough water. Racing is limited to six lanes, which the umpires and officials are comfortable can be safely managed on the water. The Head of the
Race Committee (in consultation with others including the CoRSA) will modify the racing arrangements if appropriate.
Boat movements on the water are covered by British Rowing’s RowSafe guidance. RowSafe applies to all participants, who are responsible for following the
standards and recommendations set out therein. Coaches, marshals, umpires and officials enforce the standards when actual or likely failure is observed. Officials
have radio communication with race control.
All drivers are reminded, in instructions and by signage, to drive slowly throughout the site and take particular care in pedestrian areas.
Risk Register
The identified risks are tabulated below, together with the actions taken to reduce their likelihood or mitigate their impact. Ratings are defined in the Appendix.
The assessment follows the principles set out in Chapter 4.1. of the RowSafe guidance.
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Severity

Probability

Action

Highly
Unlikely
Highly
Unlikely
Unlikely

First Aid present + telephone to emergency services.

Vehicle collisions with Pedestrians / Cyclists

Very
Harmful
Very
Harmful
Harmful

Public health risk from Covid transmission.

Harmful

Unlikely

Dangers from Electrical equipment,
computers, generators, cabling (on ground
and overhead.)
Thunder & lightning.

Harmful

Unlikely

Harmful

Unlikely

Fire in boathouse

Harmful

Use of drones and cameras

Harmful

Collisions between pedestrians and crews
manoeuvring on land.
Bicycle collisions with Pedestrians / Cyclists

Slightly
Harmful
Slightly
Harmful
Slightly
Harmful

Highly
Unlikely
Highly
Unlikely
Likely

ON LAND
Fatal illness
Armed Person Attack or similar

Slips and trips, minor injuries during rigging
etc.

Likely
Likely

Lake siren triggers site lockdown in accordance with the Dorney Emergency Response Plan. The
Plan is based on NaCTSO and CPNI ‘Run, Hide, Tell’ Guidance.
Traffic circulation is designed to minimise vehicle movements near pedestrians, subject to Dorney
site constraints. Traffic and car parking are professionally managed.
This risk is currently rated by BR as "business as usual" but that may change shortly before the
competition.
There is a minimal amount of this type of equipment outside the Start Tower, Timing huts and
Finish Tower.. The Dorney Operations Manager liaises directly with contractors on safety and
environmental precautions.
Pedestrians are warned not to stand under trees by nearest bank umpire. No crews on water
during lightning.
Marked Fire Exits & extinguishers
Use approved operator familiar with British Rowing guidelines. Pass on Dorney rules for Finish
Tower rooftop. Manae competitor opt outs.
Provide Raft and Apron Marshals. The boat rigging and racking areas are clearly defined and
supervised and separated from vehicle and trailer storage areas.
Bicycles restricted to roads where there are no pedestrians, following a one-way system. No
cycling allowed on apron, or on North side of Lake.
First Aid present.

ON WATER
Thunder and lightning.
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Very
Harmful

Unlikely

If closer than 6 miles (lightning /thunder gap < 30 sec.). Racing suspended. Crews off water.
Resumed after 30mins of no lightning / thunder. (30/30 rule)
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Severity

Probability

Action

Risk of drowning as consequence of collision,
swamping, capsize, or fall from raft.

Very
Harmful

Unlikely

Risk of swamping in rough water [i.e. the
white horses that are commonly experienced
on lakes in winds above 20 mph].
Equipment failure whilst on water.

Harmful

Unlikely

Safety boats in attendance. Sculling boats include quick release shoes and other safety features
that protect competent swimmers in rowing kit in these situations per RowSafe 7.1. Coxswains
(and others with heightened risk) are required to wear a lifejacket per RowSafe 7.3.
Head of Race Committee will delay or abandon racing if she judges conditions to be unsafe. If
afloat, crews will be told to return to rafts by safest lane, with safety boats in attendance.

Harmful

Unlikely

Long wait in marshalling area prior to start,
giving risk of sunstroke or hypothermia.
Risk of injuries due to collisions between
crews racing, training, warming up or cooling
down.
Crew member falling ill/ sustaining injury
whilst still in boat.

Harmful

Unlikely

Harmful

Unlikely

Harmful

Unlikely
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Crews are responsible for their own equipment but Control Commission may examine boats
before launching. Use Lane 0 for return of crew with equipment or illness problems.
Raft Marshals to advise crews thought to have inadequate protection for the prevailing
conditions.
No pre-race training permitted and no crew allowed to boat until a safety boat is on water.
Warming up will be away from racing crews in the Return Lake. No cool down.
Umpire to call for safety boat, which then conveys casualty to rafts for medical attention. Lane 0
reserved for a distressed crew still able to move unaided.
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APPENDIX
Risk Assessment Matrix

Probability of Accidents
Highly unlikely (Low)
Unlikely (Medium)
Likely (High)

Slightly harmful
(Low)
Trivial Risk
Tolerable Risk
Tolerable Risk

Severity of Outcome
Harmful
(Medium)
Moderate Risk
Moderate Risk
Substantial Risk

Very harmful
(High)
Substantial Risk
Substantial Risk
Intolerable Risk

Risks and Actions
RISK LEVEL
Trivial
Tolerable
Moderate
Substantial
Intolerable
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ACTION AND TIMESCALE
No action required.
No additional controls are required. Consideration may be given to a more effective solution or improvement.
Efforts should be made to reduce the risk. Risk reduction measures should be implemented within a defined time period.
Where the moderate risk is associated with harmful/serious consequences further assessment may be necessary to establish
more precisely the likelihood of harm as a basis for determining the need for improved control measures.
Activity should not be continued until mitigating action has been taken. Considerable resources may have to be allocated to
reduce the risk.
Activity should not be started. If it is not possible to reduce risk even with unlimited resources then activity has to remain
prohibited.
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3. Safety Plan and Safety Rules
This Safety Plan describes how officials, participants and others should act in order to ensure a safe
competition. The Safety Rules are underlined; the CoRSA has checked that these are consistent with the
preventative controls ('barriers') in the Risk Assessment.. The content and ordering follow Chapter 4.2 of
the RowSafe guidance.
British Rowing expects everyone to "Read, understand and follow the Competition Safety Plan". Experience
suggests that this is unreasonably optimistic for an competition with a large number of junior competitors
and their parents on site. The Scullery therefore produces a more digestible one-pager for inclusion in
Competitors' Instructions and the Regatta Programme. (See Section 1 above.) The one-pager includes the
most important points from the Safety Plan and Safety Rules.
3.1.

Refer to the above Road Circulation (in Figure 1) for vehicle and trailer access routes, parking areas
and boat rigging areas.

3.2.

Refer to the above Race Circulation (in Figures 2 and 3) for hazards, navigation rules, circulation
patterns and emergency access points.

3.3.

The circulation pattern for the time trials is as follows:• All competitions will start with a Time Trial. Crews boat from one of the two South-side
stages and proceed to the Return Lake. There is room to warm up if time permits.
• Crews in the Warm Up Lake should follow an anti-clockwise warm-up circuit in the first
half of the Lake (marked by arrows on the circulation plan). There is a double line of
buoys in the Return Lake: crews must go up one side of them and down the other. Do not
row between the buoy lines.
• Crews should report to the 250m Marshal 10 minutes before race time. Crews will NOT be
called. It is a crew’s responsibility to report to the Marshal on time Races will start on time
irrespective of absentees.
• When instructed crews will turn through the start bridge in number order and be directed
to a lane. Timing is from the 100m mark to the finish, a distance of 1900m.
• Warm down is NOT allowed.
The circulation pattern for the multilane races is as follows:• Lane numbers will be issued 40 minutes before race time. Crews will NOT be called to
boat.
• Crews should report to the 250m Marshal in the warm up lake, 10 minutes before
race time. Crews will NOT be called. It is a crew’s responsibility to report to the
Marshal on time Races will start on time irrespective of absentees.
• Crews should enter the main lake in lane number order (lane 1 first) and proceed
across to their start pontoon. Crews must know how to back onto a pontoon, and
how to keep themselves straight in a cross wind. Crews new to multi-lane racing
should practise this beforehand and read the Pontoon Starting Guide published on the
Scullery website. Any crew who cannot attach and get straight and ready in a
reasonable time may be excluded from racing in order not to unfairly delay other
competitors.
• A traffic-light starting system will be used.
• All side by side races will be over 2000m and will be launch umpired.
• In order to retain the flexibility to use any 6 lanes in case of cross winds there will be
no warming down.
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Any crew that violates the declared circulation pattern, or which is observed executing a
dangerous manoeuvre, may be awarded an Official Warning by any Umpire in accordance with
Rules of Racing 7-1-3.
3.4.

Arrangements for boating and warming up are as follows:• Practice outings are NOT permitted.
• Crews will NOT be called.
• Crews will NOT be allowed to go afloat without a boat number or before safety boats are
on the water.
• Coaches accompanying their crews during the race may NOT use megaphones or
electronic communication devices.
• Crews must follow the published site Circulation Pattern at all times. The Committee may
change the Circulation Pattern or Race Pattern for safety or fairness if conditions dictate
this.
Any crew that violates the arrangements for proceeding to the start, warming up, cooling down
and practising may be awarded an Official Warning by any Umpire in accordance with Rules of
Racing 7-1-3.

3.5.

Refer to the Race Timetable for boating and race times.

3.6.

There are four safety boats. These will be positioned so that they can respond to incidents either
during the race or in the passage to the start. Revised positions will be adopted if alternative
circulation systems are put in place.

3.7.

The majority of the marshalling will be done from the bank. Umpiring will be from launches.
Refer to the Umpire Rota for marshalling and umpiring locations.
Timing will be run from the Finish Tower. The timekeepers will be positioned at the 100m hut and
Finish Tower on the Island side of the lake.
An ambulance with a paramedic and two first aiders will be stationed by the Boathouse. The
paramedic crew monitors radio traffic.

3.8.

Umpires, marshals and safety boat crews will be briefed by zoom shortly before the competition.
Timekeepers will be briefed separately, also by zoom.
Volunteers, officials and contractors must wear a lifejacket or buoyancy aid when in a launch or on a
stakeboat pontoon.

As soon as an incident is reported, all stations on the radio network are to minimise their traffic.
Absolute priority is to be given to Race Control and those responding directly to the incident.
Once Race Control advises radio silence then all stations are to strictly observe this.
Persons injured on the water should be taken by safety boat directly to the landing stages and
transferred to the Ambulance adjacent to the boathouse. Persons suffering an injury on land
should be taken directly to the Ambulance. The paramedic crew will arrange transfer to Wexham
Park Hospital if appropriate.
In the event of bad weather the Head of the Race Committee (having consulted with the CoRSA if
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time allows) may decide that it is unsafe to proceed. If boats are on the water when the
competition is stopped then all rafts shall be cleared, and boats shall be disembarked as quickly as
possible using all rafts. Boats on the course shall turn into lanes 1 to 3 and proceed to the finish as
quickly as safely possible. Crews must not proceed towards the boating area in any other lane.
The Dorney Operations Manager will sound the lake siren in the competition of a major threat
such as an armed person attack. All buildings will go into lockdown status immediately.
Competitors and others should "Run - Hide - Tell". (Move rapidly to the safest nearby location,
keep out of sight, and use your mobile phone on silent mode to stay in touch.) Crews on the
water should remain there unless it would clearly be safer to land. Everyone on site should follow
the instructions of Dorney staff until the All Clear is announced.
3.9.

All umpires and marshals will be equipped with loudhailers and radios. Umpiring launches will
have safety kits including throw lines.
The boathouse and finish tower are equipped with defibrillators and fire extinguishers.
The ALS Ambulance and Safety Boats carry relevant safety equipment.

3.10.

Radios will be provided to all umpires, marshals, safety boat and ambulance crews. Race control
will be located in the Finish Tower. Other officials will communicate by mobile phone.
The boathouse frontage and lakeside area is equipped with a PA System for use in emergencies.

3.11.

Drivers must follow the traffic circulation plan and abide by the speed limit. The layout of Dorney
means that the organisers cannot fully segregate vehicle traffic from pedestrians and cyclists. SPA
staff will supervise the traffic circulation. The road circulation plan is set out in Figure 1 above.
Henley Contractors staff will supervise the parking of trailers in the overflow field behind the main
car park.
No more than two cyclists may follow each crew.
Clubs or Crews may be penalised if their supporters drive or cycle dangerously.

3.12.

All crews will launch and land from the pontoons in front of the boathouse, as directed by
marshals.
It is the responsibility of all crews to ensure that their boats comply with the requirements set out
in “RowSafe” and in particular the requirements concerning heel restraints, bow safety balls,
watertight hatches and / or bungs, and coxes' lifejackets. These may be checked by the Control
Commission, or by the landing stage marshals. Such checks do not constitute any statement that
the boat is safe to use. They are purely precautionary partial audits to monitor the crews’ duty of
care to boat in a compliant craft.
Head mounted mirrors or similar devices are permitted.

3.13.

There are no Adaptive events at this competition this year.

3.14.

Any incidents or concerns should be reported to the Head of the Race Committee or CoRSA
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during or immediately after the competition.
The CoRSA will collate relevant information about any incidents, usually as part of the wash-up
process after the competition. He will report incidents to the TRRC Regional Safety Adviser as
appropriate, and log details on the British Rowing Incident Reporting system. He will alert the
TRRC Regional Safety Adviser as soon as possible if an incident occurs that is likely to attract
attention on social media.
The Head of the Race Committee will pass the control commission reports to the TRRC Regional
Safety Adviser after the competition.
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4. Emergency Response Plan
This Emergency Response Plan defines the actions to be taken if a serious incident occurs. The content and
ordering follow Chapter 4.3 of the RowSafe guidance.
British Rowing expects everyone to "Understand and, in an emergency, follow the Competition Emergency
Response Plan". Experience suggests that this is unreasonably optimistic for an competition with a large
number of junior competitors and their parents on site. The Scullery therefore produces a more digestible
one-pager for inclusion in Competitors' Instructions and the Regatta Programme. (See Section 1 above.)
The one-pager includes the most important points from this Emergency Response Plan.
4.1.

The first observer of any incident should raise the alarm by radio, telephone or through
audible/visual means and proceed to take any immediate life-saving measures within their level of
competence, do not put yourself at risk thus potentially compounding a problem.
Do not assume that others are dealing with an incident just because there are a lot of people
about. Do not overcrowd the site, but do check that the occurrence is being managed. If you have
a radio, listen out and make sure that Race Control is dealing with it.
The first radio-equipped regatta official to arrive at the scene of an incident is to take initial control
of the incident and continue until relieved. As soon as immediate life-saving measures are in
hand, make sure Race Control has been notified. The initial incident report should briefly include:
•
Where.
•
What has happened.
•
The number of casualties.
•
The severity of injuries.
•
Any support required.
As soon as an incident is reported, all stations on the radio network are to minimise their traffic.
Absolute priority is to be given to Race Control and those responding directly to the incident.
Once Race Control advises radio silence then all stations are to strictly observe this.
If radio communications fail, umpires will attract the attention of the safety craft by whistle/loud
hailer or mobile telephone network. Contact numbers for the Regatta are given in section 4.4.
below.

4.2.

The site postcode is SL4 6FJ. The full address is Dorney Lake, Eton College Rowing Centre, off
Court Lane, Dorney, Windsor, Berkshire, SL4 6FJ.
Ambulance crews will assume that the incident occurred at the main boathouse unless told
otherwise at the barrier at the top of the drive from the main gate. The Regatta Chairman, CoRSA
and Dorney Duty Manager are in phone contact with the manager of the staff at the barrier.
The CoRSA will notify Thames Valley Police of the "upcoming static event in a public place" shortly
before the competition via its Single Online Home reporting service. This helps the police to
respond efficiently if there is a call out.

4.3.

Refer to the Site Map. This shows the emergency access point at the main gate off Court Lane and
the layout of roads around the lake.

4.4.

Contact numbers for use in an incident are as follows:
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Chairman, Richard Bedingfield
CoRSA, Les Scrine
Head of Race Committee, Di Graham

07483 240956
07795 801707
07920 401093

These officials have a list of other useful phone numbers, including (for example) the Dorney
Operations Manager. The CoRSA will ensure that there is a hard copy of the list at the registration
desk in the boathouse.
The nearest landline is in the boathouse reception, next door to the registration desk.
The crew contact details entered on the BROE2 system will be used to contact the adult
responsible for any junior reportedly involved in an incident. It is therefore incumbent upon the
person entering the crew to ensure that a usable contact number is included in the entry.
4.5.

The First Aid Point is adjacent to the boathouse reception. The paramedic and first aiders are
based in an ambulance parked there. They (and the Welfare Officer) have keys for access to
additional facilities in the boathouse.
There are defribillators in the boathouse and finish tower.
The primary ambulance, paramedic and first aiders will be supplied by Inter-County Ambulance
Services. Back-up (in case the ambulance is taken off site) will be supplied by Andy Hitt.

4.6.

Safety boats taking injured athletes to the First Aid Point will use the landing ramp to the NE of the
landing stages. The paramedics (who are in the radio network) will meet them there.

4.7.

There are four safety boats. These will be positioned so that they can respond to incidents either
during the race or in the passage to the start. Revised positions will be adopted if alternative
circulation systems are put in place.
All safety boats have high levels of free board and stability. The Scullery panel of suppliers is
Regatta Safety Services (Manfred Starkl), Steve Ioannou, Dave Tarvin and Cloud9. Cloud9 will
supply the safety boats this year.

4.8.

The majority of the marshalling will be done from the bank. Umpiring will be from launches.
Refer to the Umpire Rota for marshalling and umpiring locations.
The first radio-equipped regatta official to arrive at the scene of an incident is to take initial control
of the incident and continue until relieved. See Section 4.1 above for further details.

4.9.

Instructions for action to be taken in the competition of a fire are posted prominently throughout
the boathouse and finish tower.

4.10.

The competition does not have Adaptive events this year.
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5. Alternative Arrangements Plan
This Alternative Arrangements Plan outlines the contingency arrangements for bad weather. The content
and ordering follow Chapter 4.6 of the RowSafe guidance.

5.1.

The Head of the Race Committee will abandon, suspend or alter the competition if she decides
that it cannot safely continue as originally planned.
The safety of competitors depends on a range of factors including their age and experience.
Indicatively, racing is likely to continue while wind speed is less than 20 mph and there are no
thunderstorms in the area.

5.2.

Before the competition
The Race Committee and CoRSA will monitor the weather forecast in the days leading up to the
competition. If the Head of the Race Committee (having consulted) decides that conditions are
likely to prevent safe running of the competition as originally planned then she will cancel the
whole competition or some events.
Before the start of racing
The Race Committee and CoRSA will confirm that water/wind conditions are manageable and that
safety boats and ambulance cover are in place. The Head of the Race Committee (having
consulted) may decide to delay the start of the competition.
During racing
The Race Committee and CoRSA will monitor conditions throughout the day. The Head of the
Race Committee will be based in the finish tower. She may (having consulted if time allows)
decide to suspend racing at any time if she judges that it cannot safely continue.
The 30/30 rule will be applied if thunder and lightning develop. If closer than 6 miles (lightning
/thunder gap < 30 sec) then racing will be suspended and crews taken off the water. Racing may
restart after 30 minutes of no lightning/thunder.

5.3.

The Head of the Race Committee will make all decisions. She will consult with the CoRSA and
Race Committee if time permits.

5.4.

Before the competition
Cancellation or alteration will be advertised on The Scullery's website.
Before the start of racing
Suspension or alteration will be communicated via umpires, officials and the registration desk.
During racing
Suspension or alteration will be communicated via umpires, officials and the registration desk.

5.5.

If boats are on the water when the competition is stopped then all rafts shall be cleared, and
boats shall be disembarked as quickly as possible using all rafts. Boats on the course shall turn
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into lanes 1 to 3 and proceed to the finish as quickly as safely possible. Crews must not proceed
towards the boating area in any other lane.
If the start is delayed or racing is suspended then the timetable will be amended to try to catch up
during the day. Stakeboat crews, safety boats and ambulance crews may be willing to stay slightly
later than planned but lack of time may force the cancellation of some finals.

5.6.

The competition will resume if/when the Head of the Race Committee (having consulted) is
satisfied that water and weather conditions are manageable and confirmed that safety boats and
first aid cover are in place.
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